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that in all cases except that of a force reaching its culminating point the commander had
little influence over where and when the pause was executed. It follows, therefore, that

for an operational pause to be of any utility it must be planned and/or executed in a known
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Key to controlling operations in a known relationship to the culminating point is the
ability to recognize it as a culminating point. This idea is explored and doctrinal impli-

cations are then discussed in terms of the AirLand Battle tenets of initiative, agility,

depth, and synchronization. The paper concludes with an assessment on the utility of oper-

ational pauses in campaign planning and comments on additional considerations.
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THE UTILITY OF THE OPERATIONAL PAUSE IN SEQUENCING EATTLES TO
ACHIEVE AN OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGE. MAJ David 1. Cowan. USA,
38 pages.

A I S T R A CT

That warfare is an uneven cycle of activity is
undisputed. The most violent and active periods of war are
inevitably +ollowed by 'auses in operations. - Carl von
Clausewitz recognized this phenomenon and devoted substantial
comment in his famous treatise tOn W! .n-on the subiect o-F
Tsu.ension of activity in war 'E Oinnration:. pauses are
a-d(..nowLedged in Fi I(')-5 as well in discu-ssions on the
culminating point of opera.:tions. Given that oer-ational
au- es are inherent in warfare, are they to be considered
merely delays in accomplishing one's mission or are they of
some utility in the practice of operational art? The puroose
o.f this monograph it to determine how bperational pauses may
be used to one's advantage in campaign planning.

A number of historical cases are examined to determine
where, when. and why operational pauses have been executed in
the east. Analysis of these cases indicate that the most
aoparent reasons for a pause are weather, shift in th,-* main
effort uf operations, political constraints, and the combat
nower of a force reac.hing culmination.. Rur-ther analysis

s that in all cases exceot that P+ A for-e reaching its
cuminAtinq ocint the commander- had l.jttILe irfluence over
wher- .. ard when the pause was e.ecuted. It follows.
therefore. that for an ooerational oause to bo of any uLtility
i-. must be planned and/or executed in a known relationship to
the rul.minating !.-oint.

"i,.v to controlling ooerations in a known relationship to
•tho culminating point ic the abilitv to recognize it as a
cul. minating point. This idea is expo red and doctrinal
implications are then discussed in terms of the AirLand
Battle tenets of initiative. agilitv. depth and svnchroniza-
tion. The pacer concludes with an assessment on the utilit.,
of ooerational pauses in cam.oaign olanning and comments on
,additional considerations.
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INT RP DUCTI-.N.

The phrase "hurry up and wait" is considered by many to

be symbolic of life in the armed forces. Immortalized in

numerous satirical representations of military service, the

ohrase typifies what many consider to be the essence of the

militarv- hectic periods of intense oreoaration and conduct

of operations separated by extended periods of anticipation

and idleness. While this phenomenon is normally associated

with individual and small unit exoeriences during neacetime,

it is e0uallV true for large units during wartime.

Accounts of armed conflict bear out this cyclic nature

of warfare, though it is not always intuitively obvious. The

focus of many historical writings is on the intensely violent

asoect of combat, with relatively little elaboration on the

periods of inactivity between engagements and battles.' Only

as one delves deeoer into the history of battles and

camoaigns does he develop an awareness of the relative

frenuency and duration of the peaks and valleys of military

ooerations and the resultant active and idle periods of

combat. Theoretical support of this roller coaster of

activitv in warfiohting is provided by Carl von Clausewitz in

his famous treatise On War. In Book I. Chaoter I, he

introduces war in the abstract by stating that war could

consist of a single decisive act or a set of simultaneous

decisions. Thi.s imolies that because of the active and

violent nature of war one might expect that once it is

initiated it will oroceed to its conclusion without pause.



He oualifies these comments by identifying a number of

modifications in practice which tend to temper this

observation and lead him to the conclusion that "..action in

war is not continuous but spasmodic."--

War as a "spasmodic' event rubs the grain of a military

ethos which seemingly calls for rapid continuous action

directed toward mission accomplishment. Why is it that

activity in war is so often sporadic and delays the

achievement of victory in the swift decisive fashion desired

by military planners? Here again Clausewitz provides an

exolanation. In chapter 1, Book One, he states that one of

the major reasons for delays in activity during war is "...a

desire to wait for a better moment before acting." He

elaborates further in chapter 6 of Book Three where he

addresses the suspension of action in war. Here he

establishes three 'determinants' which tend to restrain

conflict from continuing without interruption: 1) the fear

and indecision native to the human mind; 2) the imoerfection

of human perception and judgment, and: 3) the greater

strength of the defensive. 4 Of these 'determinants'. the

first two deal with the human aversion to danger and the

often unclear picture of what the enemy's capabilities and

intentions are, both of which tend to imoose limits on how

acoressivety the conflict is pursued. The third factor

recognizes the relative combat power of the antagonists and

how a weakened or weaker force may terminate active offensive

operations in order to capitalize on the advantapes of a
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defensive posture. All of these offer reasons why

warfightino is less than the continuous chain of military

operations one might initially suppose it to be.

Given that the nature of war tends to be an uneven cycle

of events, how does current U.S. Armv doctrine oreoare the

ooerational level Planner to deal with these internittent

periods of activity and idleness? At first readino, one

leaves FM 100-5 charged with the offensive spirit and

convinced that success stems from relentless effort to turn

the tables on the enemy. Practitioners in the conduct of

operations "... must throw the enemy off balance with a

powerful blow from an unexoected direction, follow up rapidly

to prevent his recovery and continue operations aggressivelv

to achieve the higher commander's qoals." The subsequent in

deoth discussions on the four basic tenets of AirLand Battle

give further emphasis to the continual, active nature of

warfare, with little mention of what roles. if any. pauses in

ooerations may play in achieving operational success. Some

inference of a Dause in operations is made in Anoendix B of

hhe manual where another Clausewitzian concept - the

culminating ooint - is discussed. The culminating point is

defined as that point where the strength of the attacker no

lonoer significantlv exceeds that of the defender. FM 100-5

points out that if an attacker cannot achieve his obiective-;

withou.t risk of e':ceedinq his culminating noint. "rhe] must

'lan EAuse to replenish his combat power."- In oeneral.

however. ooerati onal oauses as a tooril are t 'n in- ttreat-
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ment in the current editi7 on f FM 1 ,-5.

F"auses in operations are inherent in warfare. vet the

question remains whether they are merely delays in

acc omplishinq the mission or have some utility in the realm

o4 operational planninq. The purpose of this monograph is to

eramine the ooerational pause and determine if and how it may

be used to one's advantaqe in campaign planning.

4
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Within -the strateoic-ooerational-tactical structure of

military ooerations, operational art is defined as "the

emolovment of military forces to attain strategic goals

through the design, organization, and execution of campaigns

and major operations.." Among the functions of coerational

art are the deployment of forces, their commitment to or

withdrawal from battle, and the sequencing of successive

battles and engagements to attain major objectives. Of these

functions sequencing successive operations is paramount and

perhaps the most difficult. The cyclic nature of warfare

presents a demanding challenge to the campaign planner tasked

with scheduling operations around often unavoidable pauses.

By analyzing a number of historical examples some insight is

provided on where. when and why operational pauses were

taken, and from this some indication of their utility to the

onerational clanner.

North Africa, 1941-42

After the resoundinq defeat of the Italians in Western

Eovot and Libya in early '41. Hitler reluctantly disoatched a

German continoent to North Africa in an effort to salvaae his

allV's situation. He hooed to "orevent a total Italian

coLlaose -Anvwhere. since to do so would exoose the whcle Axis

southern flank to Briti.sh seaborne attack." Chosen to

direct the camoaign in North Africa was Er'.in Rommel. former

':mmander of the 7th Panzer Division who had aained fame

5 5



against the French in the fall of the previous year.

Rommel was a converted infantry officer who had raoidly

developed a talent and flare for mechanized warfare. In

March o 1941. barely a month after his arrival in North

Africa, he launched a heavy raid against the British at El

Aoheila. Discovering how weak the British were. he boldly

pressed the advance and within six weeks had pushed them

nearly 600 miles to the east and was knocking at Egypt's

door. Rommel had commenced his drive essentially from his

base of operations, but four months later he found himself at

the end of his logistical tether and forced to halt offensive

coerations. He was unable to maintain the requisite combat

oower to sustain his offensive and achieve a decision. This

was the first of several major operations which in the next

vear would see the initiative see-saw back and forth as the

adversaries alternately extended then fell back on their

supoly lines.

As the British withdrew to the east under Rommel's

pressure. the advantage of shortened lines of communications

(LOC) gradually passed to them. General Sir Archibald Wavell

took advantage of this to strengthen his forces and by June

had sufficient combat oower to launch the British Western

Desert Force in an attempt to eject Rommel from Egypt's

doorstep. Wavell met with marginal success and in July was

replaced by General Sir Claude Auchinlek. Auchinleck

recognized that he did not have the requisite strength to

overcome Rommels force, and oaused an additional four months

6
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to rebuild British combat power." In November he was able to

continue the offensive and by late December had oushed Rommel

back to his original starting point west of El Aqheila. It

was the British now, however, who were at the end of extended

LOCs and for the second time in a year a major offensive

culminated without a decision. ''

Rommel wasted little time in rebuilding his strenoth and

seizing the initiative once again. On 5 January a sizable

Aixis convoy arrived at Rommels base and on 21 January he

attacked. Auchinleck's force was caught off balance by this

action and forced to withdraw to the Gazala-Bir Hacheim Line.

Enroute they abandoned large stocks of supplies which heloed

sustain Rommel's advance to Gazala.'' For four months both

sides attempted to build up adequate combat power to overcome

the other on the Gazala-Bir Hacheim Line. By May Rommel felt

that his oooortunity was fleeting and continued his

offensive. Within a month he had broken the line and

captured the key garrison port of Tobruk. The immense stores

caotured at Tobruk and Rommel's sensing that his combat power

exceeded the British regenerative capabilities persuaded

him to continue his drive into Egyot. ,' In June Rommel

paused near El Alamein to allow his Italian allies to catch

uo with his Deutches Afrika Korps ' advance and secure the

flanks of his extended lines. During this brief pause.

however, the British were able to reorganize at a faster rate

and quickly reinforced their lines to achieve combat power

suoeriority.' ' In August new leadership assumed control of

7



the British forces, and by November Rommel had seen the

initiative at the operational level for the last time.

The root cause of all operational pauses in this theater

was the inability of the attacker to maintain a relative

combat power advantage over extended periods. Neither side

could mount and sustain an offensive long enouoh to achieve a

decisive victory; both were forc-ed to halt operations. As

operations in this theater were in competition for support

with operations in other theaters. commanders found

themselves regularly short of supplies and on successive

occasions found that their attacks reached a point of

culmination before a decision.

Eastern Front. 1942-43

An acknowledged master of the operational art, Field

Marshal Erich von Manstein accomplished some of his greatest

achievements on the eastern front during the winter and

onrinqi of '41-42. Author of the famed "Sichelshnitt Plan"

which facilitated the Wehrmacht's rolling over France in the

fall af 1940,t"4 Manstein was dispatched to the eastern front

late in 1942 to stabilize a faltering southern flank.

Hitler's plan to conouer Russia with the "Blitzkrieg"

was doomed from its early stages. Without a definite over-

all strategic concept and in disagreement with his generals

about where the main effort should be, Hitler's vacillation

over commitment of resources precluded achi evement of a

decisive result. '' Three months after the camoaign was

initiated an operational pause of sorts was forced by

-V -V .~
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torrential rains falling on the forces engaqed in the battle

for Moscow. Advances were slowed by a sea of mud and the

Russians gained valuable time to strengthen their defenses.

Two months later the vicious Russian winter set in and

virtually all ooerations were brouoht to a halt. Hitler's

* reoccupation with the symblic cities of Leningrad and

Stalingrad further complicate.d matters when, in December of

1942. his Sixth Army was encircled at Stalingrad creating a

precarious situation on his southern flank. "',

In the extreme south Army Group A commanded bv Field

Marshal E. von Kleist was engaged with elements of the Soviet

Transcaucus Front. Further to the north portions of

Manstein's Army Group Don were tied up with the Stalingrad

Front while the Soviet Don Fronzt attempted to reduce the

Stalingrad oocket. Meanwhile the Southwestern Front (Just

north of the Don Front) had also engaged Manstein and was

attacking southwest in an effort to take Rostov and cut off

both Manstein's and 1<leist's Army Groups.L,'

In a twist of what Clausewitz called the point of

defensive culmination. Manstein had argued for a halt in

defensive coerations along the existing trace in order to

withdraw to a shorter line in the west. This movement would

allow Manstein to thicken his forces in the line plus free

some other forces for reserve missions. Hitler's stubborn-

ness about giving up any territory which his forces had

acquired initially prevented this from happening. '" After

the Sixth Armv was lost at Stalingrad it became obvious that

9
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the situation was rapidly becoming untenable. Hitler

abolished Army Group B which had been working to Manstein's

north, distributing its forces between Army Group Center and

Manstein's Army Group Don which was now rechristened Army

Group South. Meanwhile Hitler had authorized Kleist to pull

his Army Group A out of the Caucasus Mountains and Manstein

was to anchor the German southern flank on the Sea of Azov

with his new command. Manstein's defensive oause had

finallv been executed and with the shorter lines he now could

create a viable reserve.

The Russians failed to capitalize on this opportunity to

cut off the German southern flank because they did not

concentrate their forces.2 ° Manstein utilized his Fourth

Panzer Army in a masterpiece of mobile warfare to sequential-

ly defeat each of the Soviet thrusts.7' In a race to beat a

weather induced pause Manstein recaptured Kharkov and

Belaorod, and by the end of March had restored the front to

much the same trace as it had been in the summer of '42.;!

Weather emerges as the most obvious reason for

operational pauses in this theater. First it was the cruel

Russian winter, then the paralyzing mud created by rains and

soring thaws that brought operations to a halt. A second

factor influencing the timing and execution of oauses in this

camoaign is that of the higher commander's intent. One could

arau..te that execution of the defensive pause desired by

Manstein was temoorarily precluded because of conflicting

desires of the senior leadership within the Wehrmacht.

1 0



Whatever the reasons it is clear that operational pauses (or

lack thereof) were key ingredients of the campaign on the

eastern front in '42-43.

France, 1944

Seven weeks after the landings at Normandy. the area

occupied by the Allies on the northern coast of France

encompassed what they had originally expected to have in the

first week. Packed into the small beachhead was the

equivalent of thirty-four divisions. =2 The build-up of

supplies and troops had proceeded as planned. however, and in

general the supply situation was satisfactory. In late July

the Allies began their breakout of the beachhead with General

Omar Bradley's First Armv leading the way at St. Lo.

the first pause of operational significance occurred in

mid-August. General George S. Patton's Third Army joined the

First and the 12th Army Group was formed with Geoeral Bradley

as commander. Bradley wasted no time swinging Patton through

Brittany after their breakout to rout the scattered German

resistance to the west. Turning east. Bradley's forces then

began a drive toward the Seine in an effort to pin and

destroy the German forces against the river. Hitler's

reluctance to recognize the developing threat south of his

Armv Grouo B resulted in an encirclement of the bulk of these

forces with only a small gap near the town of Falaise open

for withdrawal. Recognizing the German predicament, General

Bradley ordered elements of Patton's Third Army to swing

north and close the "Falaise Gao". The friendly situation at

11
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this time was unclear, however, and on the 14th of AuQust

Bradley made a decision to halt Patton's Army for fear of a

'mix-up" of Allied forces. As a result of this directed

pause the encirclement was not completed and a substantial

portion of Hitler's Army Group B was able to escape and

withdraw to the east.I

By late August the Allied advance was on the west bank

of the Seine. The initially favorable supply situation had

now deteriorated as a result of the rapid advance and

inability to activate ports closer to the advancing armies.

Patton's 3rd Army, nonetheless, was pushing hard and led the

pursuit of German forces across France.

The original plan after the breakout was to have both

Bradley's 12th and Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery's

21st Army Groups advance on a broad front. This concept

would avoid canalization of the Allies and minimize their

vulnerability to counterattack." Liddell Hart describes the

situation that existed in the third week of AuQust:

Eisenhower's 'broad front' plan of advance on the
Rhine. designed before the invasion of Normandy.
would have been a good way to strain and crack the
resistance of a strong and still unbeaten enemy.
But it was far less suited to the actual situation.

where the enemy had already collaosed ..... the issue
depended on exploiting their collapse so deeply
and rapidly that they would have no chance to rally.

That called for a pursuit without pause.-'-

Unfortunately the logistical situation would not permit

a 'pursuit without pause' bv both the 12th and 21st Army

Groups. Confronted with a decision. Eisenhower elected to

have Montgomerv conduct the main effort in the northern

12



aooroaches, and consequently shifted the priority of support

to the 21st Army Group.07  The successes of Bradley's 12th

Army Group advances now diminished as Patton's third Army,

leading the drive, ran out of gas.

That Montgomery could have enjoyed success in his single

concentrated thrust is a much debated issue. A number of

factors enter into the discussion, most significant of which

is a pause in operations initiated by Montgomery from 4 to 7

September after reaching Brussels and Antwerp. This delay

precluded the capture of some vital bridges and allowed the

Germans time to stiffen their defense."' The result was that

the opportunity to exploit the enemy's disarray was missed.

The effects of Eisenhower's decision to shift the main

effort to 21st Army Group are best summed up by Liddell Hart:

"The best chance of a quick finish was probably lost when the

Vas' was turned off from Patton's tanks in the last week of

August. when they were 100 miles nearer to the Rhine and its

bridoes than the British."'" " The shift of the main effort

was crucial in the campaign, and the resultant operational

oause induced on the lead elements of Bradley's 12th Army

Grouo had significant conseouences.

Analysis

This brief caosulized summary of operations durinq World

War II by no means portrays all of the pauses nor reasons for

pauses in military operations. There are additional examples

in that war and subsequent conflicts where induced oauses

constrained militarv operations and taxed campaign Dlanners'

13
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skills. As the defeat of the Third Reich was nearing

completion in 1945 American forces were halted and the main

effort shifted away from Berlin. The reasons for this

decision are contested., but the consensus is that political

imolications concerning the post-war settlements were a maior

factor.-" General Douglas MacArthur also faced oolitical

constraints in IKorea in 1950 as he was prohibited initially

from sending U.S. Forces north of the 38th parallel.:"

Similar restrictions faced commanders in Viet Nam during the

60's as they attempted to get at the North Vietnamese supply

bases in Cambodia and Laos.'2

Having illustrated a number of operational pauses, it is

aopropriate here to review the reasons for the pauses and the

degree of control which the various commanders exercised over

when and where they occurred.

The momentum of the German's initial excursion into

Russia was severely retarded by the heavy rains which fell on

their forces in November of '41. The bitter winter that

followed brought virtually all operations save some minor

reposturing to a standstill. Manstein was also cognizant of

the disrupting effects of weather as he struggled to complete

his reforming of the defensive lines prior to the soring thaw

in '47. Weather is always a major consideration in war

planning or fighting, and it has often had decisive effects

on the continuation of operations. Obviously there is little

a commander can do to influence weather. although he can

anticipate its effects and mace his ooerations accordinglv.

14
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If existing climatological data indicates a period when

weather will have a significant impact on operations, the

commander is obliged to plan for this. He may choose to

prematurely pause to take advantage of favorable terrain.

thus acquiring a positional advantage for future operations.

Conversely, he may elect to surge in one sector or another to

accrue similar advantages. As comoared to other reasons for

operational pauses, weather is unique in that it effects both

sides in a conflict. A third consideration for planning

around these weather induced pauses is to attempt to place

your opponent in a situation where the weather will have a

more adverse effect on him than on you.

A second factor which can invoke a pause in operations

for some elements is a shift in tho - main effort. Fatton's

Third Army was brought to a halt at a crucial time in his

drive !oward the Rhine because of the Supreme Commander's

de',ire to focus his efforts on another approach. On a larger

scale it could be said that Hitler's decision to orioritize

his strategic efforts in Russia precluded Rommel from

receiving sufficient supplies to be operationally successful

in North Africa. Here again an operational commander has

little control over selection and suooort of a main effort in

the theater. Given. however, some knowledoe of the overall

strategic intent and plan he can posture himself to avoid

excessive loss of advantages during a pause in operations.

Kev to the discussion here is whether the shift of the

main effort was part of the plan or an unexpected occurrence.
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When planned. the operational commander has much the same

options as when weather invokes a pause in operations. When

the shift and resultant pause come as a surprise. however,

the commander must seek foremost not to cede the initiative

to the enemy. This is discussed at length later in this

caper. It suffices here to say that a commander may indeed

retain the initiative even though he is a secondary effort by

picking his sectors to attack or defend. thereby upsetting

the enemy's balance.

A third reason for operational pauses arises from the

political constraints often imposed on operational level

commanders. There was a flavor of political considerations

in Eisenhower's decision to prioritize Montgomery's 21st Army

Grouo over Bradley's 12th.- Political implications again

enter the equation on the call to shift American Forces away

from Berlin toward the end of the war. MacArthur was also

constrained as oolitical considerations restricted use of

U.S. forces north of the 38th oarallel. Arguably his forces

would have been no less over-extended than they ultimately

were had they proceeded without pause to the Yalu. However.

there is some merit to arquments for alternative solutions to

the restriction. Regardless. political constraints imposed

on operational commanders are another factor which often

force pauses in operations, and are another factor which the

ooerational level commander can do little to influence.

Political constraints are normally established at the

outset of a camoaign and may be identified in terms of area.
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time or forces available. If the constraint is on the area

of operations. the commander must strive to be decisive in

the orescribed area, or be so dominant in that area that the

enemy cannot afford sustained operations. When time is the

limiting factor the commander must be direct. oing straight

for the enemy's center of gravity rather than attacking in

some indirect fashion. If forces available for the campaign

are limited the object becomes that of achieving a decision

before reaching the culminating point of combat power.

Reoardless of the reason, political constraints cannot be

discounted as catalysts for operational pauses and operations

must be planned accordingly.

The final and perhaps most obvious reason for

ooerational pauses was illustrated in the North African

cammaigns of 1941-.42. Although an inference has been made to

a more basic reason for pauses in this theater. ultimately

both sides failed to accomplish their desired ends because of

diminishing combat power. This is perhaps the clearest

example of forces coming up against what Clausewitz termed

the 'culminating point of the attack. While on the

offensive both sides pushed their forces to the limit, until

eventually they had barely enough combat power to take on a

defensive oosture. Depending on the advantage of shorter

LOCs. one side could recoup faster and initiate an offensive.

The dearee of control which commander's exercised over these

oauses was significant when compared to the other examples.

In most cases they alone had the ootion of continuing or

17



halting onerations. Though facing chronic logistical and

personnel/eouipment constraints, commanders normally had an

accurate view of their relative combat power and gauged their

operations accordingly. The difficult part was to pace the

operations so that a decisive result could be achieved prior

to their reaching their culminatina ooint.

Another ex:amnle of the culminating point influencing

ocerations is seen by Manstein's exoeriences on the Eastern

Front in 1942-43. Manstein recognized a form of the

theoretical conceot known as the point of defensive

culmination when he argued for a cessation of defensive

ooerations along the extended lines on the southern flank in

favor of better oositions along a shorter line to the west.

Advantages in defending the existing trace were rapidly

diminishing and a oause in active defense was needed to

withdraw to create a more favorable situation. Though his

suogestions met with considerable resistance thev were

ultimately accepted and this allowed the generation of

sufficient combat power to stabilize the southern flank of

the Eastern Front by the spring of 1943. It is clear from

this examole that a commander has some control over the

defensive aspect of a culminating point as well.

Asspssment

Operational pauses then are not merelv delays in

noerations which preclude immediate accomplishment of the

mission. They can be significant factors in determininq

success on the battlefield and are controllable in some

I1E



instances. Obviously pauses induced bv weather or political

reasons are outside the realm of the operational commander's

control. Likewise, a shift in the main effort by a higher

authority is also an occasion where the operational commander

has little influence. Although pauses under these conditions

are mananeable. the commander has little say in when or where

thev occur and consequently they tend to hinder rather than

helo his plan.

Of the exnamoles cited, commanders exercised full control

only over the Oauses brought about bv culmination of combat

po'wer. They alone determined whether to halt operations

short of. at. or beyond their point of culmination. It

follows. therefore.. that for operational pauses to become a

usable tool in campaign plannino/execution they must be

conducted in a known and controlled relationship to one's

culminating point. It is from this perspective that

Onerational causes can serve the campaign planner.

Two types of culminating points have been introduced

thus far. and because of the importance of this concept in

terms of the utility of operational pauses. some elaboration

!G reouired.

The point of defensive culmination as it is termed by

Clausewitz refers to "that noint when the defender must make
5"

uo his mind and act ..... when the advantages of waiting have

been comoletelv exhausted. "' The importance of this point

takes on added significance when one accepts the

N CL uCSeWitzian orecept that defense is the stronger form of
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war because of proportionately fewer losses to the defender

than the attacker in battle. The attacker normally initiates

his operations with a clear combat power advantage. Given

that the more favorable e:xchange ratio lies with the

defender, the attacker's strength diminishes and eventually

the advantage of relative combat power passes to the

defender. With that advantage the defender now commands the

action.

The culminating point of the attack, on the other hand,

is defined as that point where "the r-emaining strength [of

the attacker] is just enough to maintain a [credible]

defense."' As the attacker's losses increase disproportion-

ately in his advance, he approaches a point where his combat

mower is little more than that required to defend his gains.

Theoretically if an attacker can identify his precise point

of culmination and halts his offensive operations at that

point. the defender is in somewhat of a dilemma as he will

not yet have reached the point where 'the advantages of

waiting have been e.hausted.' A stalemate could conceivably

(. nsue. Tf an attacker exceeds his point of culmination,

however, the defender will eventually reach his culminating

coint as the relative combat power advantage shifts. The

defender is then obliged to respond.

Field Manual 1)O-5 simplifies this concept somewhat by

addres5sing culminating points from an offensive perspective

only. Reference in the manual to a culminating ooint while

on the defense is excluded. Here the culminating ooint is

20



identified as that point "where the strength of the attacker

no longer significantly exceeds that of the defender." '

Acknowledging only the offensive culminating point is not a

doctrinal shortfall, however, as operations designed from

this perspective necessarilly affect defensive culmination as

weLl. If the planner is armed with this definition of the

offensive culminating point and strives to manage his own

culmination while on the offense or hasten his opponents

while he (the enemy) attacks, he has successfully employed

the theoretical concept.

Admittedly this is a complex concept. It is here.

however, that an operational commander can accrue his

greatest advantages in the realm of operational pauses. With

the above understanding of culminating points and the

inference that the most logical utility of operational Dauses

is when they are executed in a known and controlled

relationship to a culminating point, how then mav one use

OaLLses to his advantage in concert with AirLand Battle

doctri ne?

21
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DOCTRINAL IMPLICATIONS

The effects of operational pauses induced by factors

outside the control of operational commanders clearly cannot

be ignored. In most cases the commander has some idea of

what the overall intent is and must plan his operations to

minimize the effects of pauses caused by weather. plan

adjustments or political considerations. When pauses become

necessary because of a force approaching its culminating

ooint. however. 'the commander has control over what his

conceot and objectives will be in relationship to that point.

He must either orchestrate his actions to accomplish his ends

before reaching his culminating point, or schedule pauses to

maintain a relationship to that oint which leaves him with a

relative strength advantage. The focus of this paper now

turns to implications of seauen':in operations in

relationshio to one's cuLminatinc point.

Before a planner can develoo plans designed to maintain

a favorable relationship to his culminatino ooint he must

be able to recognize a culminating noint. It has been argued 0

that determination of such a ooint is imoossible. ' Even

Clausewitz acknowledged the di~ficultv of the matter when he

stated "there is of course no infallible means of telling

when that point has come."'." Nonetheless there has to be

some means for orojecting when and where Culmination will

o C C U r,

It is combat onwer which culminates and the commander

must be able to determine his combat power in relationship to



his opponent's for the concept of the culminating point to

be of value to him. Clausewitz comments that it is often

difficult to determine just which side has the upper hand.

To aid in the pr-ocess he identifies a number of components

which determine a force's strength, and lists some factors

which contribute to the erosion of that strength. O For the

purposes of this monograph, however, a more appropriate

vehicle for determination of combat power exists in the form

of Colonel (COL) Huba Wass De Czege's 'Combat Power Model.'

It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into an in deoth

discussion of COL Wass De Czege's thesis, although a few

comments on his basic precepts provide some insight on the

ouestion at hand.

In COL Wass De Czege's "Understanding and Developing

Combat Power" he identifies a number of methods which have

been used in the past to measure combat power and the need

for a new approach to this process. He feels that the

complex environment of the next battlefield will require that

U.S. Army officers understand more than a few simple decision

rules. To aid in the decision making process he has

develooed a useful tool for determination of combat oower.

COL Wass De Czeqe defines combat power as "that property of

combat action which influences the outcome of battle.""1 He

emohasizes that "combat power is always relative, never an

absolute, and has meaning only as it compares to that of the

enemy."'I" He identifies combat power as a function of four

basic ingredients: fireoower effect. maneuver effect.

23
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protection effect, and leadership effect. Key to his model

is the term 'effect.' Firepower or leadership in and of

themselves are of little consequence. It is their effects

which contribute to combat power.

Wass De Czege goes on to state that each of the four

inqredients of combat oower are a function of a number of

other comoonents which exist within the basic ingredients.

Bv placing a value on each of the many factors which make up

the model a commander can make a reasonable assessment of the

combat power at his disposal. When compared to a similar

evaluation of his opponent's strength he can determine his

relative combat power and have an idea of where his force

lies in relationship to its culminating point. This

information in turn can be used in sequencing operations to

pause at the most opportune times. or, when on the defense.

to design operations to hasten the opponent's culmination

point.

Armed with this process for determining combat power and

an understanding of how it fits into the equation for

determination of culminating points, some comments are now

offered on the utility of operational pauses in the framework

of the basic tenets of AirLand Battle.

Initiative

As defined in FM 100-5 initiative means setting or

changing the terms of battle bv action. To manv this means

that one oossesses the initiative only when he is on the

offense. If that is so how does one avoid ceding the

24 I
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initiative to the enemy when he is obliged to halt offensive

operations for an operational Dause? Two options exist to

oreclude this. The first is to have the skill (or luck) to

precisely determine when and where the culminating point will

occur. If the pause is oroperly executed in relationship to

this ooint the enemy will not yet have the relative strenath

to threaten the defense, and (giving him credit for some

oprudence in his decisions) will be unable to initiate any

offensive actions. A second option is to maintain a tempo

and ambiouitv while attacking that keeps the enemy constantly

off balance. This action allows a staagering of effort which

provides opportunities for some elements to pause for

strength accumulation to be prepared for the decisive blow.

As the initial Allied ground component commander during the

Normandy campaign, General Sir Bernard Montgomery aroued that

his attacks in the area of Caen were designed according to

just such a rationale. Although the issue is somewhat

contested, in his post-war memoirs Montgomery contends that

the operations were designed to tie down German reserves and

confuse their leaders as to the location of the actual

breakout. ""

Such a response assumes that one must be in an active

offensive posture to possess initiative. Could not the

action referred to in the definition of initiative also imply

defensive action? It can when one views initiative in the

broader sense.

A somewhat more oalatable description of initiative is

25]



arovi ded i n the FM 100-5 di scussi On Of i n it iat ive as zt

applies to the force as a whole. Here it is stated that

initiative requires a constant effort to force the enemy to

conform to our operational purpose and tempo while retaininq

our own freedom of action.4 Occutoation of a defensive

rCSt Ure f or o ur ooses of r efit t in o i n an t ic ioat ion of a majo r

effort nex..t week is clearly forcing the enemy to con-form to

your tempo. Within the framework of this definition it is

conceivable that an operational oause for the entire force

culd be eX9cuted without ceding~ initiative to the enemy

orovided that Your regenerative process is at least equal to

or faster than the enemy's. Nonetheless. by executing a

EDAUse you are servi ng Your operati onal purpose and have not

sacrificed YOLLr freedom of action.

,cqi 1itv

Agil1ity is the ability of friendly forces to act faster

t.han tl-v enemy. At first alance treseems to be an

LnIonistency when discussing operational nauses in terms of

aallity. It WOUld apocar that if- a commander was adeo3ua3telV

Wii. le there would be no reason to oat..se. This inconsi stencv

difniniishes, hcowever, if+ one views onerational roau-,s i:1 ms

of oni v a3 no:r tion o, th - with thr -(,P .r:djr continuing

~ <J ~vn nothe benif 1 t~s o+ resources Unused by

ci ~ino+ orce. P eV to 'LUcceS'Sf U 1.excution 04 such

iz 1 th,- aLhi 1itv to 'read -the battlefield. ' I+ a

cnma Lerh30 A cli e.r pi cture n+ the~ ac tion he nwswhich

~nr -;Ar- aAi niul Iv emoloyed anld which ar-e not.- A di'ciSi ye
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commander willino to take risks mav direct an operational

O ause in one sector to shift his main effort to another where

the enemy is weaker. This induced ooerational pause will

free resources to support his new main effort. Eisenhower's

call to focus the Allied efforts on Montgomery's drive to the

Rhein while holding Dart of Bradlev's force (wronq as it mav

have been) I I. I ustrates the use of ooerat i onal pauses to

enhance agility.

Likewise a decisive commander in a defensive mosture

with a clear Dicture of the situation may also utilize an

operational pause to increase his agilitv. The commander may

direct a oause in active conduct of the defense along

eisting lines in order to take advantage of more favorable

terrain elsewhere, thereby shortening the width of his

sector. This action would no doubt free some forces for

other missions which could not help but increase his

ootential for agility. The Uttility of an operational cause

for this reason has been shown in the discussion of Manstein

on the eastern front. 1947 (po.9).

Deroth

All too often the term depth is thought of only in terms

of space. Field Manual 100-5 is careful to point out that

depth is the extension of operations not only in soace, but

in time and resources as well. An ocerational cause exe.uted

to refit in anticioation of future events has utility in

extending ooerations in terms of deoth in time. Prooerlv

o tnned such a pause insures adeQuate forces are avail able

27



for f.tture operations. Similarly, pauses in onerations can

facilitate coerations in terms of depth in space by allowing

reaeneration of combat power to preclude arrival at one's

M
culminating point prior to achieving his objective. An

example of this would be a pause conducted orior to executinq

a river crossina. Even if adequate forces are currently

available to maintain the advance to the river, it would be

far better to execute a pause now and insure that the point

of culmination was reached after the river crossing rather

than at the river.

Svnchroni zati on

The arrangement of battlefield activities in time,

space and purDose to produce ma. imum relative combat power at

the decisive point defines synchronization. It is here that

the simolest and perhaps clearest examole of the utilitv of

onerational oauses can be illustrated. If a commander wishes

to reao all the benefits of combined arms warfare he may find

occasion to direct a oause in operations of ground forces

while waitinq for prioritv of the air effort to be given to

his force. Once air assets are orovided to his force he can

then synchronize their combined effects to produce decisive

results. An example of operational pauses to facilitate

synchronization is orovided in the olanning stages of

Operation CODRA. In July of 1944 as the kllies planned to

breakout of the Normandv beachhead, the execution date for

the ooeration was set first for the 21st of July, then the

24th. and ultimately the 25th. These changes were necessary
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because the oround offensive was to be built ucon its aerial

supoort. and that support Would not be available until the

25th Of July. 4 -' Svnchronization on a smaller scale ma, also

be facilitated by a pause in operations to allow a

mirshallin: of resources such as artillery or ammunition to

irs'. re ma iMLm combat oower is avai [able at the decisive

O0 1 t.

Summar-v

Far from being a phenomenon recuirinq soecial doctrinal

considerations. the operational DaLtse can neatly complement

the thrust of AirLand Battle doctrine. Such pauses not only

have the Potential to facilitate the basic tenets of AirLand

Battle. they are crucial in sequencing successive battles and

eng-agements to attain major objectives. With a solid araso

of the theoretical concept of the cul minatinq ooint. the

operational pause is a valuable tool in the practice of

operational art.
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CONCLUS I ON

It is clear at this oint that operational Pauses are

much more than impediments to mission accomplish-rfent. They

have been and will continue to be significant factors in

d~rinn~Success on) the battlefield. Their utility.

-rweer.is limtted to e:,e:ultion in a Inown and controlled

r.:llationship to one's CUlminatin:) point. Given this

r3Ciirvatiofl. a number of salient points emeroe.

Miitaining a favorable r-elationship to one's

-AOLF),nAtint. DoLnt is one of the most difficult challenaes of

a rcommander. A-S Clausewitz said. "this is why the great

mt1;c-YriL of generals will prefer to stop well short oi their

~b'~ctverather than risk approachina it too closely. and

Sth'isr with high courage and an enterprising spirit will

on vershnn-t it and so fail to attain their pjurpose."''

T'tn avold overshooting or oullinq up excessively short of

-Imir--tinon L-in the commander ms aea

~v~r~c,~1n+or fcmbat inower and a rr?oortinq netwcr< to

':"?th"' r-(LI site, data acc~rAtel v to assess combat- power -

1 'a jchfiendly --nd enemy situiations are reCpUired

*c~r A<ch sess mprts -As comba:- power is alwavs r-?1ati ye.

o r Al~hl~e 1~l tofo often one or the other of the

'ro-tni sste~ms is bro~en. f~nly when the- entire 01CtUr'z is

:ji- cain oort~~be planned to maintain a fa4,or,-Able

': :)r2sh-). -) f-7 s cii m2 nati ng oint, and onl v then can

:)? q'jori~tionl DA pU~e be util11 ed in an advant~o?-US + ishi on

ri 1, -1 1 1es h-1l of the utility n+ operational paus'eS

C)I.
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in any situation is the sustainment of orperatiois.

Recognizing a cu~lminating point is one thing, providing

adeoutate Supplies to maintain a favorable relationship to

that point is another. Without tha ability to refit Or

re,.enerate faster than the enemy, there will be more negative

- ~ ~ t-A- C CnSit iV effects o-f any attemmtcd coerati onal nue

Lo.istical sunport is nerhaos the key function Of alanners at

the onerational level, and logistics more than any other

factor will. dictate the utility Of mauses as an operational

tcoot. The logistician Must be intimately involved in the

rnlannina process as he will most likely determine when and

-. where onerational pauses can (Must) occur. Only through

e:-tensive coordination and linkage with the operational plan

wtll significant benefits of operational pauses be realized.

A An additional point affecting the utility Of ooerational

rOaLses lies in the area of future planning. An undisputed

orinniple of the operational art is that planning far in the

utur4? is a kev reauirement. and although this is true in all

asoects of the art it is especially so in terms of

onF'rat.0on1.l oauses. The terms 'olannina windows' or

* 'n.Annq horizons' enioy poDUlarity in higher headrnuarters

triday. -And not without justification. Flid Marshal Erich

vo~n Marstein who was a master at fu.ture planning believed

f-orvcentlv that "the greater the sphere of one's command. the

fir ther aPea he muISt look."'"- He was known to 1 oo week~s -

)r.t rdavs - into 'the future.

7he current olanning horizon for a coros level
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headouarters is 72 hours. '13 In other words the plans they

are working on are not due for implementation for another

three days. Admittedly a corps is at the lower end of the

operational level of warfighting. However. it is these

headouarters which will more than likely be called upon to

o:;ecute operational causes. A contributing factor to the

difficulties of future planning at these headquarters appears

(in some cases) to be the absence of key players in plans %

coils. Traditionally the 'first team' works in the

o, ?rations cells 'where the action is' while the plans cells

are usually inadequately and poorly staffed. As an aid in

overcoming future planning difficulties, emphasis at echelons

above divisions should be on staffing the planning cells with

the bulk of the talent available in the headquarters.

9,erhaps then the extended planning horizons can be met.

If the operational cause serves no other purpose than to

prevent a commander from exceeding the culminating point it

is a worthwhile endeavor. However, there are many more

b : nefits and utilities for operational pauses. The essence

0A Air-Land Battle is successive and continuous blows to keep

tho2 enemv off balance. and aopropriatelv planned and executed

ooerational pauses facilitate this tvoe action. They may be

'-ed to maintain the initiative or. at the very least. insure

that the initiative is attainable at the crucial point.

imilarv. operational oauses facilitate operations in depth

h/ conserving resources for employment at a future time. An

oo,-rtonal pause of some sort is virtually alwavs reQuired



to afhieve the full efects 0+ synchronization.

To master the operational art the camoaian planner must

control every aspect o+ the battlefield to include the often

inactive periods o+ warfighting. Understanding the

. ooerational oause is a irst step in this process and their

ft.

, v :rat i.L(e utilit y should be re giarded AS .a v luable tool in

camoaian planning.
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